




Creative Professional
By: Nicolas Cole

The Introduction

Every year, I start a new journal.  This is where I keep all my ideas, my To Do lists, overheard 
conversations, rants, questions and occasionally a grocery list or two.  My journal is where I am 
free to process through moments that, for whatever reason, have left on me an impression.  It is 
my sketch pad of words, my sloppy ramblings, and my innermost contemplations.

Part of my process for writing is poetry.  Often times, I do not have the luxury of writing pages 
and pages of “what happened today”—and the truth is, I have a separate journal for that on my 
laptop where I can type a million miles an hour and process through as much as I need to.  But 
the journal I keep in my backpack, the one I physically write in, is not for that.  It is for ideas, for 
creativity, for taking experiences and condensing them down into a few lines.  Poetry is how I do 
this.

At the beginning of 2015, I set a very clear intention.  Looking back through my journal now at 
the end of the year, I see the path that intention has taken me on.  My intention was this: I want 
to learn how to balance two very distinct parts of me.  On the one hand, I am an artist.  I am a 
writer.  Nothing makes me happier than to sit down and create something of my own, whether it 
be a piece of writing, a drawing, a song, etc.  On the other hand, since my graduating from 
college and entering the business world and advertising industry, I have unlocked other aspects 
of my personality that I have found I enjoy just as much.  I enjoy building things with other 
people.  I vibe with the “entrepreneur” mindset, working tirelessly to learn and grow and develop 
a wide range of skill sets.  I like technology, I like branding and marketing, I like seeing what I do 
make a difference out in the world and truthfully, I like learning how to not be poor doing it.  In 
short, I am both: An artist with an awareness of project timelines and marketing strategies, as 
well as a business man with an overwhelming appreciation for the importance of artistic 
expression.

However, it has taken me a long, long time to find a balance—and “finding” isn’t even the right 
word here, because balance is not found, as I have learned, but practiced.  These two sides of 
me have long lived in conflict—one chasing the end result, the other just wanting to play in the 
creation process—and over the past two years especially I have felt very torn and disconnected.  
Since entering the business world, I have found myself spending too much time in “business 
mode” and not enough time in “artist mode.”  And I began to question whether I enjoyed these 
new “entrepreneurial” talents of mine simply because they brought me rewards faster.  With 
writing, the external rewards are minimal—if at all.  But with business, they come by the 
truckload.  They overwhelm you.  They are visceral, and drown you until it’s all you know—and 
you quickly forget the deep satisfaction that comes through creative expression for its own sake.

The enclosed poems are footsteps from that journey.  From the moment I set that intention, to 
now, the end of 2015.  It was a very slow awakening process, the process of learning to 
understand, appreciate, and make time for both: creativity and business. 

This is from my journal.  This is extremely personal. But I share this with you so that you can 
see, if this is something you are struggling with as well, what kind of questioning I went through 
to begin learning how to balance the two: Creative Professional.



My Debut

Welcome to the show, my Les Miz.
Nicolas Cole, left the Mather with My Name Is.

I want my own name; it’s a drug beyond glorious.
Don’t blame me if I squeeze and bust.

No I’m not talking about a gun my friends.
Think more silicone or a well-gripped pen.

Do I look like the type to be violent at night?
I would advise you to invest in some common sense.

What’s next?  You would know too if you read Steve Jobs.
Every disciple needs a God.

If you’re looking at normal men for insight and depth
then the best you’ll ever be is an MP3 player dubbed “Listen Up.”

That was in 1997.
90 baby so my math says that I was seven.
By eight or nine I was questioning heaven

and by eleven I was Googling nudes of Beverly Mitchell in my bedroom
on my dad’s Mac.  On my little lap.

Three or four times in a day, oh I could handle that.
And when the Internet wouldn’t reach and I really needed to speak

then to the word I would turn and let out my angriest breath.

Scribble #1

Once there is discipline
then there are patterns.
And then, and only then,

can there be enough footsteps in
the sand to be called

a path.

Fremont

The first floor of my building smells like
boxed macaroni and cheese.

The second floor of my building smells like
stale cigarette smoke.

The third floor of my building smells like
marijuana and cheap beer.

And the fourth floor of my building smells like
our apartment.



Another Afternoon

This is the poetry of a manic depressive.
I think I genuinely might be

fucked in the head.
I can go from visionary to suicidal in less than a second—

a talent, wouldn’t you agree?
The fewer substances I have, the louder my mind gets,

the deeper I sink, the harder it is to move,
and many hours I question why I don’t just

live the life of an addict and suppress.
At least that way I can pretend that I’m happy.

To Be Lonely

It’s one thing to be alone
and another to be lonely.

For an empty room to a person alone can still just be a room.
But a banquet of a thousand guests to a man who is lonely

is truly no better
than the empty room from which he emerged.

When I Don’t Write Often Enough

When I don’t write often enough—
no, when I don’t write freely, often enough—

I become cement.
I turn dry and where I last laid my hands

there are imprints,
and those imprints are all I have to remind me that

at one time
this sludge was wet and malleable;

I could shape it and I could dip in it my toes
but now, now it is stone,

and in it, my last inspired stroke.
And should I wish to paint again,

I shall require a new batch
that can only be concocted with the following ingredients:

Inspiration,
Persistence,

Joy.



Stand For Something

I want to stand for something.
And what I want that something to be is

that a man can be hard, and
a man can be soft, and

a man can be funny, and
a man can be harsh.

A man can laugh loud, and
a man can cry deep, and
a man can make art, and

a man can run free.
A man can sing songs, and
a man can fight wars, and

a man can dodge bullets, and
a man can be sore.
A man can be more

than what society says
because a man is just love
when man exits his head.

Anyone Can

Anyone can make a plan.
Anyone can dream.

Anyone can aim for stars,
stars we all can see.

Not everyone can day to day though,
I think we can agree.

Not everyone follows their plan and so
not everyone succeeds.



If You’re Going To Lift

If you’re going to lift,
then lift.

If you want to get that weight up,
get it up.

If you want to gain,
then gain.

If you want to build,
then build.

But for God’s sake please
stop saying

you want something
and then quitting on what it takes

to get there.

This Is

This is my meditation.
My slow and steady disposition begins

at the start of the first word.
This is not routine

or sheer will of man,
like a brute to an anvil

crafting weaponry for war.
This is joy.
This is play.

This is passion and parts of me
I wouldn’t otherwise see,

and some I might not even believe
had I not written it down so clearly for

my head to hear and heed.

This is all there is
right now.

I Should Remember

I should remember that
there is a limitless well of love in my pen,

and the more I write the more connected I am
to my heart,

and with that comes this wave of knowing that I
have love, so much love to give,

and I am prepared to unleash it on
the first woman that catches my curiosity.



One More Page

When you feel it, you can’t stop.
Are you remembering the joy of this journal, Cole?

It is as miraculous as the galaxy,
as simple as one’s breath,

so luxurious in its inspiration,
so candid in its language.

This is my true love, my one true love.
And it astounds me that I forget just how much

joy I feel from such a simple activity.
If there is one thing I must remember

henceforth,
it’s that each note is a blade of grass 

in my ever-growing garden.
And in order to have trees

and flowers
and even bushes of greenery that tell stories

of the whole,
I must begin first with a single blade of grass.

Just one blade.
And then another, and another.

Most of all, I must not forget
that my garden is my heart space,

my reflection of soul and self.
To give it sun and water and wind

so that all life can grow deeper and taller
is my only true aim.

I am the gardener.

Connected

For the first time in a long time
I looked up at the moon tonight,

full,
and felt connected to myself.

Never forget the deep heart that went into changing Cole.
Those nights spent looking up at the sky in awe and wonder.

The afternoons, laying in the grass, devoted to the inner journey.
Don’t forget the kid you found on your canoe trip.

He’s guided you a great way.

All you have to do to remember and feel this teachings
is tap into the present moment.

There, you’ll find peace.
There, you’ll realize yourself.



Take A Moment

Take a moment.
Tea.  Sunshine.

Breathe.
The emerald water soaking green leaves.

A shift is in order.
Here: Drink.

Wooden Tables

Our waking resting place.
Where our coffee mugs leave rings

and our crumbs mark trails.
The soil of a flower pot.

Warm wood beneath an overclocked laptop.
Is this where I go to die?

Like the tree that was buried as a desk?
Or is this where I go to live again?

An aged oak’s afterlife.

Perspective

Every day, I pack my lunches,
and I go to climb Mount Everest.

The mountain is myself.
And every day, I start anew,
always striving for the top.

I shouldn’t feel like such a failure.
The joy is in the journey of the climb.

Mastery

The art of shutting out noise and being ok with quiet.
The practice that is tiring but a life without it more so.
The daily meditation, prayer, letter to a higher power.
The trust that even if the surface remains unchanged,

roots spread deeper, wider.

The belief in something big, even bigger than yourself.
The unquenched thirst of the human soul desiring rebirth.

The flow you find in your silence—
this is Mastery.

And in this life of mine my goal is to master Me.



Greetings

Greetings.
I’ll be your guide from here forward.

Only one rule:
Be nurturing.

Otherwise shut the fuck up kthxluvyoubai.

Women

Women don’t seem to be coming to me.
And my attraction devices aren’t working.

It seems time to stop trying so hard—
let it be.

If anything, this should work to my benefit:
I’ll finish my book this way.

No distractions.

It’s Been So Long, Love

What do you feel like?
Are you soft and gentle as I remember?

Can you still be turbulent, yanking me with you
like hair in a fist?

Will you ever kidnap me again,
stealing me into a higher reality?

I hope you do.

A Different Voice

The ending—
is it pressure mounting?

Pressure makes the diamond, Cole.
One must push forward.



The Master

The master doesn’t chase the high
or lose himself in lows.

The master finds himself in moments
mostly unexposed.

The master is the one who says,
“I am which I am, I am.”

The master is forever blessed—
the master is true Man.

I Need To Slow Down

I want to speed.
Like an addict.

Out of proportion, imbalanced, on the edge of myself.
It’s more fun to die on purpose.

I need to slow down.
Must hear myself.
If there’s no insight

I am but a shell of a man.

I need to slow down.

The Focus

I say to myself, “We will focus relentlessly.”
I ask myself, “How bad do you want to go pro?”
I promise myself, “This time will be different.”

I let myself down too often.



St. Patty’s Day, 2015

Game Day.
110lbs with the incline dumbbells.

Made friends at the gym—Irmel, Johnny.
Came back.  Party next door.  Lots of girls.

Lost the shirt.  Had to let them know.
Met neighbors: Kelly, Libby, Alex.

Like Kelly.
Failed to get her number.  Negligence.

Fate will decide there.
Say I’m going to focus today.

Can’t focus.
Maybe more extraverted than I think.
Go back to party.  Meet more people.

Try to write.  Can’t write.  Stuck.
Read.  Fall asleep.

Dinner with Matt, Alyssa, Brandon, Casey.
Walk to get froyo.

Stop by apartment next door.  Ask Alex for Kelly’s number.
Wrong number.  Alex is too drunk.

Beat Casey in a power-walking contest.
Back to apartment.

Writing now.
“How bad do you want to go Pro?”



Questions To The In

Have I lost sight of what’s important?
Has my strengthened self-confidence from years of inner work

turned ego-seeking in validation and wealth?
Wealth in what:
More women.
More money.

More of the world.
More attention.

So fleeting.
I am stuck.

Have I lost sight of what’s really important?
Am I now a polished shell of a man?

Where did my aspirations go to travel the world—
the Cole that only wanted to truly know himself.

Know myself is:
Practice every day.

Don’t seek fleeting highs.
Take time to question.

Seek the How and the Why.
Meditate.

Write write write.
Write some more.

Write again.
Write until you cry

and who you are is lost inside the moment.

Have I lost sight of what’s important?

I Miss The Days

I miss the days of questioning, of going deep within.
You miss the work that built yourself,

you miss forgiving guilt.
I miss the hours I felt free committed to my craft.

You miss the steady climb uphill: gaming, lifting, rap.
I miss the fact I used to cry—have I truly become stable?
You miss the honest quest inside, emotions on the table.

I miss standing out of my chair and thinking “I’ve found myself.”
You miss all these things so I ask you,

“Would you like some help?”

I would.



How Bad Do You Want It?

Bad enough to give up meaningless pursuits?
Bad enough to lock yourself in your room?

Bad enough to truly make a difference?
Bad enough to find out what you’re missing?

Bad enough to be different from the rest?
You want it that bad, Cole?
Here then, pass this test.

Questions For You

Hear me please before I sleep, I have some questions for you.
Let me into my subconscious, let honesty guide me through.
Am I destined to finish this book; am I to be what I dream?

Or am I just living a lie, please, show me my decree.
I ask because I want it to flow but it seems that my flow has dried up.
Whenever I sit down to write I fall victim, I shower myself in disgust.

“This isn’t it, Cole, it’s not good enough, quite honestly all of this sucks.”
I feel like I’m searching for something external instead of just writing with love.

And what about my other obsessions? Should I not pursue those too?
Should writing be my one honest aim or am I made for all of these truths?
Some days I wake up and I say to myself, “I think now I’ve found my soul.”

Only an hour later to find myself lost in this maze of Rubix cube Cole.
I’m torn as to what to say right now—self-serviced Writer’s Block.

I know I’m just fearful to reach my potential but when will this madness stop?
It’s like I’d rather chase someone else’s dream than rise my own self to the top.
It’s as though I was given the gift of Black Bird but I still want to fly with a flock.

Stop.  Go.  Stop.  Stop.  
This is my rhythm right now.

3 years, maybe more, I’ve been sculpting this book
and now I’m saying I’m stuck?

So answer me this, what is it deal?
What will get me up out of this rut?

I know what I want and I want it a lot
but this wanting of mine won’t do squat.

So when I wake up tomorrow morning,
whatever exercise let’s do it.

Because I swear I’ll curse myself forever
if I give up—I refuse to.



To What Am I A Slave?

Am I a slave to long legs dangled off the neck of a beautiful face?
What do I crave so sweetly from this narrow minded cave?
To what am I a slave, I say, meanwhile locking up my cuffs.

I love being your slave because to you I am enough.

Drawn To You

Miss Colombia.
Am I drawn to your earthy rich eyes?
The ones I’ve yet to see turn to fire.

Am I drawn to the image you represent?
A model—the longer the legs, the taller.

What am I drawn to in you
that keeps me moving forward?
Maybe I’m drawn to the status—
a game of wealth I’m hoarding.

This Path

Something is on this path, Universe.
Much is happening quickly.
And I have a feeling I know,

but no matter.
The roads are moving walkways.

And whether I’m consciously walking or not
the path is flowing forward regardless.



Dinner Parties

Clink, clink.
I don’t know anyone here.

Why don’t we stand and talk about our lives
for two hours—

sounds like a perfectly reasonable plan to me!
Oh, have you met—of course you haven’t.

Pleasure to meet you!  
We’re companions at this dinner party now.

Excellent because I was short on companions.
Me too!

Where are you from?
Same.
Neat.
Cool.

That’s so interesting.
Well, it was a pleasure meeting you (I don’t remember your name).

You too! (Neither do they).
We’ll keep in touch!

Sure will!
Both won’t.

Dinner parties.

Three Things.

I do three things well:
Think.
Wait.
Fast.

The Quiet Hour

Every man needs his quiet hour.
His time to wrestle with his heartbeat.

One single breath that reminds of the water’s calmness,
the whistling of soul’s song,

the innocence that reaches out to play.
Every man needs his quiet hour.
Man, make time for quiet hour.



Just My Pen And Me

The pen is the most honest tool in the world.
It tells you—no, it shows you—

who you are
right now.

The Hard Road

At every choice there is a junction:
the easy way or
the hard road.

Easy ways lead to easier ways.
Hard roads lead to harder roads.

Opposite of what many might believe,
their names are deceiving.

For the easy way leads to heartache, regret,
laziness and defeat.

The hard road leads to endurance, strength,
knowledge and truth.

Which do you choose?

True To Yourself

You see this practice is something that I’ve mastered.
And mastery is something that you can never master.

It’s always a work in progress and it’s always a disaster.
And every morning you wake up thinking, “Hmm, now what am I after?”

Green Light

Green light, green light, green light.
I’m starting to learn that

green light, green light, green light
is the external reflection of

open, open, open,
yes, yes, yes,

connected to myself,
listening to myself.

Green light, green light, green light.



The Hard Road, Pt. II

Do you remember the first step you took to walk
The Hard Road?

You walked away from a Volcano vaporizer
to write White Flower.

The Hard Road
is the one with a tree that hangs low
and shadows that blur the first step,

frightening you into taking the brighter, easier path.
This shadow is an illusion.

For the easy road quickly leads nowhere.
And The Hard Road eventually opens up

to a rich forest of knowledge
with protection from the storms

and shade from the scalding sun.
The Hard Road takes you within

where it is more beautiful.

Role Reversal

Role reversal is:
growing up, parents telling you, “We’re going to a fancy dinner

and you have to wear something nice—not that;
that’s not nice enough.”

Which your inner 8 year old self takes as,
“I’m not good enough.”
And then you get older

and you invite your parents out to a fancy dinner
and you tell them, “Wear something nice—but not that;

that’s not Creative enough; Soho House is for Creative people.”
Which is your inner 8 year old lashing out

in revenge
for all those years of misinterpreting what to wear to dinner.

That’s role reversal,
and that just happened.



The Artist

In my garden:
The Businessman.

The Writer.
The Singer/Performer.

The Reader/Studious One.
The Abandoned One.

The Seeker.
Water one by one?  No.

Water The Artist, water all.

Study You

Close your eyes.
The touch of your everything
pulls me into a black abyss.

You remind me of a roller coaster I once knew.
Studying you is a pleasure.

Walking my fingertips down your chest and
towards your naval, and

into the crevasse of your hip and leg.
Your head lays on my shoulder,

your back on my stomach,
your thin legs between mine.

And with my arms wrapped around you
I know that this

is what it means to fall.

Good People

Surround yourself with good people—
preferably one or more being

the type of person you wish to become.
Watch what happens.

They will challenge you to rise to the occasion
and call upon you to be your best self.

And you will.



Work Ethic

“This is what it takes:
Lock yourself in the studio.

Start at 6pm.
And it might take you until

5AM to hear what you want to hear.
Give your friend your cell and say,

‘Don’t tell me what anyone says unless it has 911 after it.’
Get all your work done first.

Say no to the bitches.
Say no to the drugs.

Just work.  And work.  And work.

You have that work ethic at 24?
Shit.  You’re gonna be huge.

Just you watch.”

The Focus, Pt. II

The focus should remain on the process
that will bring you
the desired result.

Lost In The Moment

Looking at you.
Wishbone necklace.

Big brown eyes.
My ex girlfriend is your half-sister’s name.

My ex ex girlfriend is sitting at the table behind you.
No, I’m not kidding.  I don’t know why she’s here.

Yes, of course I’m enjoying our conversation.
I just can’t help but be aware
of the many roads I’ve taken

to get here.
I’m not upset.

Just perplexed.
And I wonder what it all means.



Becoming Someone

You become someone when
you have pay for yourself plus another.

You look professional, play the part.
You walk with a crafted strut.

You have preferences, delights, pet-peeves, opinions.
You have goals for the future, past stories worth sharing.

You know culture, you know history, you know greed, you know love.
You have it all figured out.

Is this what it means to become someone?
Or is this merely the process of dusting off the surface

and discovering who you already are?

Mastery, Part II

Mastery, let us not forget,
is the relentless dedication to the craft

no matter the time or space,
health or sickness,

motivation or Writer’s Block.
Mastery, young padawan,

is the act of practice,
over and over again—

despite what external circumstances might otherwise suggest.

Vacation To Texas

I will never live in Texas.
Too slow.

Much twang.
Where is their city drum and urban melody?

Where is my graffiti and steel, brick and street talk?
Where is my Chicago?



Tired

My head feels like a falling dumbbell in the ocean,
my eyes like punches thrown underwater.

This is the way I drown
into another blue black sleep.

The bottom of the seafloor
is my dream.

One More

One more
is the difference
between almost
and champion
of the world.

The Allure

It is as if a tree that offers more shade than the last
rests just on the horizon, beyond this too next river.

It only costs a bit more to cross.
Your pockets cannot afford much, and yet you pay

for the promise of more shade is your craving.
Until you reach the shade, but your eye catches,

just on the horizon, beyond this too next river,
more shade.

Pockets less full than they already were,
you travel again.  And again.

Emptying your pockets for the promise of more shade,
instead of quietly enjoying the leaves above your head

right now.
This is the allure of wealth.



Where On My Path Am I?

The gap between who I aspire to be
and who I already am
is just about closed.

I feel alive in the moment, understanding of myself,
yet I am still very much curious.

Dear Universe,
where on my path am I?

Or is the mere asking of this question
the tell-tale sign

of what still needs mending
in order to fully close the gap?

Beauty

Beauty is the finisher stain on the oak door.
The speckled paint droplets on the sidewalk.

The smudge of powdered sugar on her cheek. 
The one coarse tune, broken key on the piano.

The piece of gum under a brand new desk.
The poem in the stack that doesn’t rhyme.
The runt of the litter with the floppy ears.
The song inspired by pain and heartache.

Beauty is all around us.
We just mistake it for something else.



The Desk Of A Writer

Littered with literature.
Wet wood from glasses spilled.

Cups of the libel liquids, the violent verbage, the
crinkling of ruby rainbows and other fatefuls.
The desk of a writer is a crazed consortium,

cached and uncompleted, stacks full of meaning,
masks for every feeling, ask and you will receive it.

The master of the writer at his desk is his pen,
each word he scribes the test.

Some moments are lost as the writer’s upset.
Others he pushes through, inspiration a mess.

The desk of a writer is calm, all psalms,
places down both palms, now he’s absolved.
Prayers here know the most somber songs.

This is the desk of a writer.
Would a feather do you better?

Wouldn’t it be nice if lice and maybe mice,
spliced summer heights for dice?

I want rice.  I’m alright.  Gluten free.  Got this guy.
This is the desk of a writer—more importantly what I write.

If what you see is vacant you aren’t looking inside.
I’m the four door explorer, black tinted windows on the sides.

What is this exercise of the prosy pen in my mind.
Here at the desk of a writer.

Only Eye

I trust my only eye.
Only eye knows where I’m going.

Only eye knows what I seek.
Only eye can hear my wonder.
Only eye can feel my needs.
Only eye has tasted glory.

Only eye wants his own story.
Only eye is who I aspire to be.

That is why I trust only eye.



Author And Main Character

I am both the author and main character.
“Look at him,” and the whole world looks at me.

I’m both the scene as it’s unfolding
and the vocal director in the front row.

I am the man on center stage
and in the wings shouting, “You’re great!”

I am the smile that rests just beyond her warm kiss.
Also the smile itself in its moment of bliss.
I am the pen with which I hold my story.

“There once was a boy,”
and the all-too-manic author scribbling fast, overjoyed.

I am the cup of coffee and its caffeine high.
I am the tongue in the mouth of the man in the first chapter.

I am the unfolding of the narrative arc.
I am the one who decides the moment day breaks.

Exhaustion

Exhaustion is the slow reminder
that each day is precious

and one day you will grow too tired
to rise again.

The Tongue

A writer loves a luscious tongue.
One that uses correct grammar,

speaks a supple language,
carries her thoughts down the velvet carpet way

through the mouth and into mine.
The tongue is the fastest way to make me fall in love.

The tongue, the dance it does,
and the words it carries

on the tone of its
improvisation.



My Apartment Bedroom

A line of books layered against the back edge of my desk.
One single speaker balanced above my dusty keyboard.

Crumbs on the floor, brand new unwashed sheets
still holding the last sex/the first christening.

A stack of notebooks in the corner
stacked in a plastic bin.

Too many dirty clothes piled beside my bed.
My drawers are not drawers.

My dresser is a bookshelf
positioned awkwardly below a line of hanging shirts and jackets

in my closet.
Bare walls except for a few hockey pictures

and the evolution of the moon.
A sideways mirror above my bed—

it’s for the girl on top, is what I tell myself and her,
to hide the fact that the mirror came with the room and I am too lazy to take it down.

I suppose this is my favorite space,
this room.

It is my home.
For now.



Keeping Up With It All

I’ve gotten a million times better at juggling.
But many days I still feel like I’m playing

Keeping Up With It All.

Maintaining relationships.  Growing relationships.
Furthering business.  Seeking new business.

Eat, eat, eat, eat, train, eat.
Calls, emails, texts, notifications.  I’m

Keeping Up With It All.

Jaida says she doesn’t have work.
She wants to see me.

I can’t.  I’m booked up.  Sorry.
Keeping Up With It All.

Titles.  Badges.  Achievements.  Rewards.
More.  More.  More.  More.

I’m not there yet.
I know what I want.  Until then,

Keeping Up With It All.

Ideas.  Notes.  Stories.  Lists.
This is my plan.  This is my plan.

A foundation I can build upon
so I’m not forever

Keeping Up With It All.



Understanding The Treeline

I was once a tree,
stretching for the sky.

Everything I did was aiming higher,
higher, high.

I was a tree with limbs above
but focused down below.

My roots would stretch for miles
and in water they would soak.

I was a tree not long ago,
with lightness and in growth.
I was not tall yet but I knew

I would one day be so.
Each leaf of mine symbolized joy,

each branch another interest.
The bark my heart, the hardest part,

I knew myself within it.

I see these trees on the horizon,
remember our discussions.

This hue of green, a human need,
make time to stare and love it.

Lately I haven’t made time as much,
and it shows both day and night.

I look and look, and see the trees,
but can no longer read the treeline.

Understanding takes practice.



First Fifteen Back

I cling on so tightly
to the trophy, the trophy.

The tall blonde in all black,
high heels, the trophy.
I want to feast on it—

immediately, my heart closes.
I’m in my mind, not my chest—

pay attention, it’s important.

I crave and want the trophy,
the trophy, the trophy.

The validation is fleeting—
she can never know the ohm me.

I want her like I want a car,
a mansion, a full wallet.

What good are all those things if depth
is measured in my closet?

The trophy!  The trophy!
Universe this is where I start.
Not searching for a trophy, no,

a partner to my heart.
A figure with the most beautiful eyes,

a reader to my Cole.
For the trophy, the trophy,
cannot satisfy my soul.

Grace’s Poem

“I hear your voice now,
telling your story to me.

Share it with us all.”

Cole’s Response

Grace, you listened.
Thank you, I’ll never forget.

I promise I will.



Unapologetic

This is dedicated to Julia.
So unapologetic.

My goal in life
is to be so fully me

that I am as
unapologetic

as you.

Focus On An Object

By focusing on an object—
like the circle on this green wire table—
I am reminded of what it means to be

truly present
and to be in tune with the moment.

Every moment I let pass,
forgetting to touch the ground,

smell the air,
taste my food,
hear the wind,

look deeply at the green wire that makes up this table,
I miss another opportunity

to connect
with myself and

The World.

To Kiss And Not Kiss At The Same Time

Our lips are smushed together
like two hands covered in dough

and we’re trying our best to bake a cake
together.

Except with each tongue twirl
and every practiced craving breath

I realize more and more
how a cake must be baked with love.

And here there is none.



The First Step

Who I am is infinite.
I am more than Me.

Say I am a Self
and so selfishly will I be.

I stare out at the line of trees
and think back to my practice:
meditate morning and night,

mastery over plastic.
Easy to find this feeling wide
when in the great expanse.

Harder to remain open
when city trains thunder past.

This game of balance is my bane,
the businessman and the fisher.

One fishes to sell the fish,
the other, pleasured by just fishing.
How can I bring the two together?

I fear they will collide.
Sometimes I’m one,
sometimes the other.
Can both live inside?

I ask myself these questions
as I sit down with the earth.

“The first step,” the grass whispers,
“is to breathe and listen first.”



The Businessman/Fisherman Cab Driver

My cab driver is from Cuba.
He says he loves to start businesses.

Hot dog stands, “Furniture Handling,” etc.
I ask him how he got started.

He says, “Fishing.”
Fished off the dock, met a guy who needed help moving furniture.

Next week, got hired.
Week after that, hired again.

Third time, cabbie decides to buy a trailer and do it himself.
Every day he sits off the pier

and he fishes.
And people walk up, they start talking, and that’s how he gets his clients.

As he’s telling me this, and we’re driving on the way to my date—
whom by now I am not at all concerned with—

I ask him, “What advice would you give someone who
wants to be both a businessman and a fisherman,”

knowing my prerogative.
He says, “Start fishing.”

And while I knew what I was asking,
and he thought he knew what I was asking,

he answered my question perfectly.
“What do you want to do?” he asked.

“Write.  I’m a writer,” I said.
“Then write like crazy,” he said.

The Pen

The pen holds all the power.
It writes reality.

It can erase the pains of past
and honor all parts of me.

I must remember to honor this pen,
for the pen speaks from my soul.
Give me money, give me gold,

my pen is what makes me whole.



My Time

The whole world wants my time.
They want to buy it, they want to steal it,

they want to borrow it, they want to have it.
They want to control it, they want to schedule it.

They even want to tell me, when I have it, how to spend it.
The whole world wants my time.

But I’m the one who decides who deserves it.

Trust

Trust is where the heart is.

One Page

It always starts with a page.
Just one page.

One thought, one line,
one purpose, one meaning

that leads to one edit, one suggestion,
one re-write, one new idea.

All of a sudden you have a chapter,
one story, one work of art—

one masterpiece.
So get started.

It only takes one page.

Lovely

Lovely is the adjective I am seeking.
The girl whose pedals glisten in summer rain.
Her limbs strong, roots embedded in the earth.

Sun-kissed hair and nature eyes.
Lovely is the word I would use to describe.

Is that so hard to find?

Rest

Power cannot be demanded.
True power, the kind found within,

must be welcomed.



Self Sabotage

When you wanted to become a Gladiator,
you did whatever you had to do

to get there.
Now, you find every reason not to get there.

Why?
Are you afraid of failure?

Or are you afraid of actually standing 
on top of the mountain

once more?
The choice is yours.

Tomorrow

Always tomorrow.
This is negative self talk.

At least it’s honest.

My Confession

I admit it.
I spent my childhood years playing World of Warcraft

seeking achievement and validation
to feel that I was “good enough,”

a soul with worth,
hoping that “success” would fill the lonely void

in me caused by a lack of love
for my real self.



Forward

I’m done with all this talk, it’s cheap—
I’m done with my escapes.

Emotions are like neon signs—
they help to light the way.

The more I ignore, the more I forget
where I’m headed and why in the first place.

So fuck ‘em, fuck ‘em all, I hear you,
it’s time to put habits in place.

This is that Writer’s Block work ethic,
that Outward Bound in-a-canoe flow.

That Honor Grind, shit fuck I’m tired, 3 weeks until I hit Rank 10 goal.
I’m the rapper, the writer, bodybuilder, musician,
all wrapped into one, gluten free in the kitchen.

Nothing can stop me, nothing can stop me.
I can sell anything I want, one million copies.

If I want a Ferrari, I’ll get one with a blonde seat.
I want every trophy in the world and to earn them

through the honest me.
So no more excuses, no more regrets.

Take chance after chance, do what you know will be best.
Put the important work first, least important work last.

And remember:
Your dreams are what make you my friend.

Caught My Eye

A woman that commands a room.
You caught my eye soon as we met.

I see your diamond necklace and
your designer purse and

your gold watch.
But there’s something about 
your aura.  I’m interested.

And I know I can’t afford you, Kristen,
but maybe money’s not what you need more of.



Shoot The J (What I’m Told)

“Always shoot the J.
Shoot the J.

You might never see that girl again.
Shoot the J.
Just shoot it.

Don’t think.  Don’t question.
Tall.  Skinny.  Fat.  Foreign.

Get on the court.
Shoot the J.”

Driven

I’m not taking “no” for an answer.
I’m not settling for mediocre.

I’m not rolling over and playing dead.
I’m not becoming a slave to my fears.

I’m not expecting any hand outs.
I’m not the victim of my circumstance.

I’m going to remember that this is what it felt like.
I’m going to make this for myself.

I’m going to build from the ground up.
I’m going to work like my life depends on it.

I’m going to envision the “me” I know I can be.
I’m going to believe in myself more than anyone else ever could.

I’m going to attract that which I deserve.
I’m going to hit the pavement running.

I’m going to keep front of mind who I used to be and who I’m becoming.
I’m going to stand for being true to yourself.
I’m going to make my own dream come true.

I’m going to walk my path, wherever that leads.
I trust I’m going the right way.

I trust my heart is pulling me in the right direction.
I’m going to imagine the life I wish to lead

and work every day to make it happen.
I’m going to live my life the way I’ve always wanted:

honestly, full of creative expression,
wealth, compassion and giving.

Rich and realized.
Free.



A True Poet

A true poet can pause
and listen to the sounds of his life

in each moment.
He can pick apart his breath from the wind,

and even see himself in the dark.
A true poet knows it is not him

who is the center of the universe.
Rather, he is merely the pen

the heart of the universe guides
to tell the story.

Hesitancy

Somewhere along the line
my perspective has shifted.

I’ve become entirely too focused on money and rewards,
and very unfocused on inner exploration and expression.

I hop from pleasure to pleasure
looking for a connection I can’t seem to find.

I’ve had trouble breaking the cycle
and returning to my practice.

Why are you so hesitant, Cole?
Are you afraid of what you might find?

(Yourself…)



Vision Board

Do you want to know what my vision board consists of?
Thin blondes and busty brunettes in skin tight bikinis,
on a boat, in my Ferrari, at my mansion, in my bed.

A jet black Aston Martin parked in front
of Soho House.

Dinner at Mastro’s with C suite execs
and worldwide artists

and my crew of friends all dappered the fuck up.
Three commas in my bank account.

Private jets around the world.
Lounging on a beach in Brazil with one girl handing me

my banana smoothie and the other smooching on my banana.
It’s never worrying.  It’s always enjoying.  It’s a forever high.

What’s wrong with my vision board is that it’s nothing but 
REWARDS.

How do I get there?  What is the practice?
Quiet afternoons and nights spent writing.

Hours dedicated to my crafts and their development.
The time I take to nurture relationships.

Reflecting to know myself better,
to write better,

to express myself better,
to be better

than I was yesterday.
That’s the real vision board.

Who I want to Be.
Not because.



Busy Boy

Boy is trying to figure out
just who to be in this world.

Books two meetings every day after work—
no time for a girl.

Runs to the gym, runs to the store,
honestly he runs everywhere.

What’s he running from?
He looks back and no one’s there.

Boy has big dreams of becoming a man—
a man as rich as he can.

See his dad is rich and he taught him this:
“Son, wealth is what you want to have.”

Boy runs so fast and so hard that at night
he lays down and can’t help but collapse.
And every once in a while it strikes him:

“When will all this running end?”

Boy now has two choices, slow down or speed up,
both promise the same and yet different.

One massages his need for achievement, the other,
an honest revealment of feelings.

He thinks that by going faster he’ll somehow reach the end,
but we all know that story is wrong.

See the end, my dear friends, hides in the moment he’s in,
and it’s there that he’ll find wealth belongs.

I am the boy.

Remember

You’re wearing a hat.
And that’s ok—

just remember to take it off sometimes and return to the awareness
of your heart space.



For The First Time In A Long Time

I can hear myself again.
The road I once walked

that has long been clouded by brush
has turned a corner to the plains
and opened up fields of potential.

I believe in myself again.
Nothing seems too out of reach,
no aspiration too unmanageable.

This feeling of abandonment
has been lifted

at the precise moment I realized I’ve never left.

I trust myself again.
To make decisions from my heart.

Clear is my mind and open are my feelings—
a willingness to listen once more

to my own intuition.

I can see myself again.
Not all the things I’ll never be,
but all the things I already am.

Something Here; Keep Exploring

There is something here
in the withdrawing from temptation.

The constant return to the journal is alluring.
Within me, I can feel a searching for a purpose.

I’m curious of what the future holds beneath the surface.
Follow this, I will—

no question—
yet questions I have many.

If this is the truest path then why was I misled—
or was I?

Whose to say the broken road
is not the path of healing?

And who will ever know if lost love
is the prerequisite for a teacher?



817 In The 303

I feel something great in this new apartment.
It has that “making of a legend” feel.

There’s no air conditioning (yet).
I’m writing this naked at my desk because it’s so hot.

Every muscle in my back aches from this past weekend:
Moving out on Friday,

Kunal’s wedding on Saturday,
flying back and moving in today (Sunday).

I’m exhausted.
I’m brain dead.

I did two hours of great writing today at the airport.
My closet here is my new recording booth.

I have a small table by the window with “writer”
written all over it.

On the walls I will hang art.
To my bed I will welcome the next woman in my life.

I accept and love exactly where I am
because it’s here

at the 817 in the 303
that I will make my debut as an artist.

I will share who I am—
all parts that make me, me.

I will own my potency
because that’s what makes me unique.

And that’s the best I can offer.
Starting at the 817 in the 303.

The Right Rhythm

I’ve fallen into a place
where suddenly creativity flows more freely.

In the morning I am meditating again.
It’s beginning to seem my intention has shifted

away from perfectionism
and closer towards expression.

There is no right answer.
There is no “done.”
There is only right

Now.



My Heart Needs Uncaging

Tonight with the girls from the last spirituality retreat.
I realized I am as withdrawn from intimacy

as a bird is from the skies,
locked behind a window.

For the briefest of moments, I saw beyond the glass.
It was beautiful.
Also terrifying.

Reminded me of a lot.
And I realized I have made the choice

to be the bird behind the window.
The window is open.
I must fly through.

Be Aware, Cole

A lesson
is only a lesson

if you learn from it.

What I Can Do With A Pen

Do you know what I can do with this pen?
I can make you fall in love.

I can make you laugh.
I can make you cry.

I can take you around the world.
I can paint you a picture.

I can bring people back to life.
I can make you five again.

I can take you on an adventure.
I can show you other galaxies.

I can create a new species.
I can invent a government.
I can bring back dinosaurs.

I can turn you into a superhero.
I can teach generations.

I can decide the fate of man.
I can create a new language.

I can help you fall asleep.
I can be anybody I want to be

with this pen.



Confidence

I’m confident in who I am
when I’m doing what I love to do,

unapologetically,
in line with my truth.

I’m confident in who I am
when what I do is what I do.
Focusing on my strengths,
practicing weaknesses too.
I’m confident in who I am

when I can get the ball rolling,
energetically,
open, flowing.

I’m confident in who I am
when I’m true to me and me only,

no matter what.
Relentless in my knowing.

I’m confident in who I am.
But it takes practice.



What Is A Leader?

For a long time
I thought a leader was

the one at the head of the table.
Pointing and telling and leading—

the performance of leading.
But as I have come to sit

closer and closer to the head of the table,
I have begun to realize that

a leader is the one who can take a vision
and get it done.

He is not a salesman of dreams—
those leaders get called liars.

And he is not the richest man—
those leaders die poor from no emotional support.

The best leaders
find a way to inspire action

by being able to do it themselves.
And the rest watch in awe

and follow suit
if for no other reason

than to aspire.

A leader does
what others have not yet

given themselves the permission
to do.



The Journal And The Book

Is there a difference between
what I write in my journal

and what I write for a book?
Is one really so different than the other?

Because both have an audience,
except my journal audience is just me

and my book audience is the whole world.
Except what’s interesting is that
the “whole world” is really just

people I know,
and the people I know are all

mirrors of me.
So then what’s the difference really?
My journal voice is the same voice

as my book voice,
which is the same as my rap voice

and my speaking voice.
It’s all the same pen.

So who I am then
is really just the author writing

to myself.



The Process Of My Art

Dull spoons scrape against the backs of my eyelids.
Smeared thoughts reek from being erased so many times.

There are sores in my mouth from being stressed and not sleeping.
My head pounds and I’m not sure if it’s because I drank too much coffee,

or too little.
To Do lists overflowing…

Cell phone ringing off the hook.
Other responsibilities weigh me down like rations, weapons, and gear

on an army soldier.
Second chakra could use more love.
Fourth chakra could use more love.

Fifth charka would benefit greatly from less expectation and more exploration.
I am somewhere between inspired and depressed.

Everything I write isn’t good enough.
Two months from now I know I’ll look back and say

it was good enough.
My life would be so much easier if I could just 

be ok with either what I create right now
or never creating again.

This process feels like a blind adolescent with
one arm and a broom

hacking through a minefield forest
toward a clearing that cannot be heard,

cannot be seen,
and might not even exist.

The First Step Towards Witnessing

The first step, as I am learning—
I am the student here—

is that it is important to step back
and see the one who is speaking.

And more importantly, remain in the witness
long enough and with enough focus to listen to him truly.

Let him speak.
The real key here

is not so much thinking too hard about what’s being said,
but rather trusting

and focusing on remaining pulled back
long enough for him to say what he needs to say.



Saturday Morning

Peets Coffee, across the street.
Bustling; not quite a Paris café

but they have what I need:
a table, iced caffeine—

it will turn hot in the coming winter months—
and a sunlit window

with occasional passers with at least one feature
worth noting

and subsequently inspiring me to detail.

I cherish this time.
Maybe not even so much for what I will walk away with,

but what I feel as I’m doing it
right now.

To bed early Friday
for the reward of Saturday Morning.

The World As I See It

The moment begins
the moment you touch your toe to the water,
the moment you open your mouth to speak,

the moment you join in laughter or scream out your name.
The moment begins when contact is made

and you touch the world.
Then you know you exist,

and the world celebrates with you.

The Waiting Game

The worst game to play
is the one where

your emotions are invested
in how someone else

moves their pieces on the chessboard.

Crazy For Me

Why would I want to be with someone
who isn’t crazy for me?
I would have to be crazy

to want someone like that in my life.



The Lonely Poet

In all his years,
eventually the lonely poet realizes

that he is alone
because he puts the word there.

My Enlightenment

My path has brought me here,
and it is unnerving to admit

that my story is not
“Look what has happened to me”

as much as
“Here is what I’ve learned.”

This means letting go.

The Story Writes Itself

As the pen holder
I can try my best to make the ink spill

toward my desire,
but the truth is

the story will fall into the curvatures
for which its intentions are designed

whether I like it or not.



What I’m Remembering About Creation

Creation happens through allowing.
It occurs at the intersection of

idea and no idea,
inspiration and reflection,
something out of nothing.

What I am remembering about creation is that,
like a muscle,

it must be stretched.
Like a child,

it must be given room to play.
Like a quest,

it must be approached with eagerness
and not fear.

What I am remembering about creation is that
there is no better time to ask the tough questions

than right now,
no better time to dig in

than right now,
no better time to make something

than right now.
You look at it.

You smile.
Because you have captured where you are

Right Now.
And that is all that is important.

What I’m remembering about creation is that all there is,
is what you create,

right now.

When The Ego Strikes

When the ego strikes,
the loudness of response

overwhelms the quiet
of intuition.

It encourages you to lash forward
instead of first reflecting back.

It clouds the process on the chess board
and you make a move that’s rash.

When the ego strikes
you are no longer present.



Getting Better

Slowly but surely
we are getting back to a place—

no, existing from—
where the feeling precedes thinking,

trust steps before doubt,
curiosity leads

and fear recedes.

We are getting better
at being our true self.

This is the practice 
for life.

Living Outside The Comfort Zone

When you take that leap
into that which you are uncertain,

you see so clearly
all you do not yet know.

But in “not knowing”
you are very aware that you are capable,

it is not impossible,
and fear can be conquered.

You begin to realize
becoming anything you want to be,

or existing in any state of being,
is nothing more than the process

of being willing
to live outside the comfort zone

that you have imposed on yourself.

When you do that,
you will see the life you could be living.

If only you would live there
more often.

Healing

Universe,
thank you for every opportunity to learn.

Please help me heal
so that I can continue growing

the best I can.



Such A Cool Spot

I am in such a cool spot,
with so much at my fingertips,

it feels as though
the angels of seduction,

offering creativity, passion, ambition and presence,
are sucking on my fingertips,

tempting me with their tongues,
letting me feel in advance
what it’s going to feel like

to love every moment of life
moving forward.

The Sway Of Love

If this is what
eternal love and oneness

feels like,
I reach to ride this wave

forever.

In The Seat Of The Heart

Here in the seat of the heart
there is relaxed confidence well proven.

Knowingness of the self
and its place within the universe.
Boundless expressions of energy

feeling the deepest sense of wisdom.
Sit deeply in the seat of the heart

and you will know yourself.

Who I Truly Am

Who I truly am
is beyond logic or reason.
It’s more than my story,

and even the creativity I possess and share,
aiming at the expression of that reality.

Who I truly am
vibrates below the illusion.

Dissolve
and you will see
we are all light

together.



Dedicated To Juliana

This is the culmination of this path:
Seeking the balance between external pleasure and inner knowing.

The bridge between both parts of me.
I sit down.

“How do you feel?”
I haven’t been asked that in so long.

I drop into my chest
where you are already seated.

“And you?” I ask.
We haven’t stopped looking at each other.

Eye gazing.
Deeper.
Deeper.

Words walk us deeper.
“How do you feel now?”

Deeper.
“I feel…”
Deeper.

Until we reach the edge of the cliff.
I see the star in your eyes that nods yes.

We reach for each other’s souls
and leap.
Kundalini. 

This is God.
All is light.

We are energy.
This is what it means to dissolve.

Fifteen seconds later, we float back to the surface.
We’re still on a couch at Soho House together.

We look at each other, no idea what just happened.
But we know what just happened.
This is what it means to be One.

This Or Something Better

We try to date.
It doesn’t work.

She walks out the door.
I flip through the stack of applications on my desk and shout,

“Next!”


